Ah, summer. For the vast majority of us, just uttering the familiar word subconsciously transports us to somewhere better, warmer and more relaxing – preferably with a frothy beer in hand. Most of us liken it to a more enjoyable, heightened season of sunshine, typically a social time spent in the great outdoors, prompting plentiful ice chests and enthusiastic clinking of glasses among friends. That's where summertime beers come in.

Whether you’re reaching for a crisp lager, Czech pils, fruited sour or satiating pale ale, the more robust levels of vitamin D paired with unwavering hotter temperatures naturally demands more hydration.

As such, this list will help you discover the 20 finest examples of thirst-quenching summer beers to help satisfy beer fans on a hot summer day.

I fell in love with Bohemian styles as a young buck traveling abroad, appreciating Pilsner Urquell and Staropramen while exploring gothic architecture in Prague. So, I can’t make it through a summer without recalling memories from our Eastern European escapades and making mention of a solid Czech Pils. **Seedstock Brewery** in Denver, Colorado, takes us back to Charles Bridge with a delicate straw-colored example that drinks smooth, clean and captures moderate carbonation.

https://beerconnoisseur.com/articles/20-summertime-beers